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The Edè gidi

Mission: To groove boldly where no drum has grooved before; experimenting with new musical definitions via deeper dialekts (Edè gidi) morphed into the existing lingua spoken by a powerful combination of young/old, underground/overground players largely born and bred in Lagos (gidi).

Format: A series of compact disc/cassette/vinyl releases commencing with Edè gidi vol. one (U-roo-ba vybe dialektics) on the Jazz-hole (Nig) Ltd label scheduled for September one-nine-nine-seven.
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Edè gidi - bringing da roots and diaspora closer together - da drums are about to speak a new Edè, clean out the 'wax', get ready to listen ! ! !

Manufactured and Distributed by
The Jazzhole (Nig) Ltd, 168, Awolowo Road, Ikoyi, Lagos, Nigeria.
Phone: 2341-686870 Fax: 2341-2692762,
E-mail: Olakt@aol.com. Http://www.saibatek.com
SHUFFLING AND SHAMING

THE BOOK SAYS...
INDEPENDENCE IS... FOLLOW MY FOOTSTEPS... AND...

FOLLOW...

FOLLOW ME...